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Abstract

This paper presents a knowledge representation object language (KROL) on top of Prolog. KROL is aimed at providing the ability to develop second-generation expert systems. The main aspects of KROL include multi-paradigm knowledge representation (first-order predicate logic, objects, rules), inference mechanisms at different levels of granularity, explanation facility, object-oriented database management module, and user-friendly interface. KROL has sufficient expressive power to be used in applying demanding knowledge-based modeling methodologies, such as KADS and Generic Task, which are the major landmarks of the second-generation expert systems technology. Four successful agricultural expert systems have been developed in the last 6 years using KROL. To demonstrate the language capabilities, we present an example of disorder diagnosis. © 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Object-oriented technology has become a powerful means of handling the complexity inherent in many systems. Object-oriented technology has influenced and benefitted from research in the area of artificial intelligence and knowledge-based systems (KBSSs) (Schroeder et al., 1994; Harmon, 1995). As far as the representation of the real world is concerned, the goal of knowledge representation in KBSSs and object modeling is the same. An object-oriented knowledge structure not only models the problem domain closely, but also facilitates the implementation of a generic inference component (Lyndon et al., 1995). Object-oriented methodology is used in designing a KBSS to assist expert systems designers from the conceptual design phase to the validation phase (Akoka et al., 1996). Conversely, a knowledge-based approach is used to make preparing object-oriented code for reuse significantly easier and more quantifiable (Eizkorn et al., 1995). There is a long history of representing knowledge in the form of rules. The advantages of rule-based expert systems have been documented in the literature (Hayes-Roth et al., 1983).

The combination of object and rule processing provides a firm foundation for addressing more complex problems (Kowalski et al., 1990). Both paradigms increase programmer productivity during application development and reduce maintenance costs. The synthesis of object and rule processing provides all the advantages of both technologies, as well as some advantages available only as a result of their combination. Augmenting rules with objects makes it possible to refine knowledge about the application even with rules alone. The rule-based application can exploit data abstraction and encapsulation principles to structure knowledge. Enhancing objects with rules provides a more powerful paradigm for reasoning about objects. In addition, the inference engine in a rule-based system allows reasoning knowledge to be expressed more clearly and concisely. All these have motivated us to develop a new language, a knowledge representation object language (KROL), on top of Prolog.

Prolog has been a primary language for artificial intelligence, and we have chosen Prolog as KROL’s implementation language. Prolog has three positive features (Vranes et al., 1994).

First, Prolog syntax and semantics are much closer to formal logic, the most common way of representing facts and reasoning methods used in artificial intelligence. Second, Prolog provides automatic backtracking, a feature making for considerably easier search, the most central of all artificial intelligence techniques. Third, Prolog supports multidirectional reasoning, in which arguments to a procedure can freely be designated inputs and outputs in different ways in different procedure calls, so that the same procedure definition can be used for many different kinds of reasoning. Besides this, new implementation techniques have dramatically improved the efficiency of the current versions of Prolog. KROL has been implemented on top of SICStus...
Prolog (SICS, 1995) for many good reasons, including: portability to many computer systems; interface between C and Prolog; the range of libraries that have developed. It is aimed at further extending the expressiveness of representing knowledge and information in Prolog.

Several attempts have been made to extend logic programming for better knowledge representation. Much of that work supports one paradigm of knowledge representation, e.g. frame (Iline et al., 1987), semantic network (Yoshiyuki and Koseki, 1987), and blackboard (Brogi et al., 1991; Vranes et al., 1994). Though some researchers have proposed hybrid knowledge representation (Xu et al., 1994), they have no support for second-generation expert systems. Distinguishing from the above work, our objective is to develop a knowledge representation language that has expressive power to be used in applying demanding knowledge-based modeling methodologies, such as KADS (Schreiber et al., 1993) and Generic Task (GT) (Chandrasekaran, 1986), which are suitable for large-scale knowledge bases (David et al., 1993).

KROL provides facilities that are important in knowledge representation and processing, such as:

- the expressive power to represent complex knowledge. The multi-paradigm knowledge representation of KROL avoids restricting users to a single way of expressing either knowledge or data;
- the facility to modularize effectively a knowledge base and to construct a hierarchy of concepts;
- the facility to control inheritance of properties through a concept hierarchy;
- the facility to deal with inference mechanisms at different levels of granularity;
- the knowledge base development tools that facilitate application development;
- the primitives that allow for higher level knowledge base modeling approaches to scale to large problems, e.g. KADS;
- the synergy of different inference mechanisms in one system;
- a strict typing facility.

In agriculture, the potential offered by expert systems opens up a whole new dimension in the transfer of knowledge to extension service and farmers. This has led us to develop KROL. KROL is in active use; it has been working on the development of four reliable and robust component expert systems during the last 6 years. We took the advantage of proven knowledge engineering methodologies, such as KADS and GT, for constructing a model or representation of the underlying domain, and then for designing reasoning mechanisms that can be used, together with the model, to develop these expert systems.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes KROL as a knowledge representation language. We present the knowledge representation paradigms with support tools that are needed for application development. Section 3 presents the implementation aspects of our language. We show how we can implement KROL as an efficient programming language. Section 4 demonstrates how KROL can be used to develop a KADS-based expert system; in this section, we show an example of a disorder diagnosis system. Section 5 gives a brief overview of our experiences to date with developing expert systems using KROL. Section 6 concludes the article.

2. KROL: the language

A new knowledge representation language that combines logic, object-oriented and rule-based programming paradigms is designed. This provides a good medium for second-generation expert systems development. From a practical point of view, we have found it more attractive to design it as an extension of the existing Prolog system to support the combination of knowledge representation paradigms. Knowledge base development tools that facilitate application development are also designed. The approach considered in the current work is based on the expectation that the developer of KBSs is already proficient in Prolog, and this is the target user.

2.1. Knowledge representation paradigms

The choice of representation can be crucial to the tractability of the problem. Newell (1981) states that:

\[
\text{Representation} = \text{Knowledge} + \text{Access}
\]

For a representation to be adequate, it must have sufficient expressiveness to capture the knowledge and sufficient pragmatic utility to allow for manipulation of the knowledge (Hartley, 1985). The most widely used and best-understood representation systems are rule-based systems, frame and, more recently, object systems. If the relations and inferences in the domain are mostly of a heuristic nature, then a rule-based system is usually suitable. However, relations and inferences that are mostly of the hierarchical inference type (generalization, refinement, and inheritance of properties from class to subclass) are usually more adequately represented with frame or object systems (Batarekh et al., 1991). The combination of object and rule processing provides a firm foundation for addressing more complex problems.

In KROL, knowledge is represented by a single formalism: the object. Objects correspond to real-world concepts or rules. Rules are uniformly handled in an object-oriented manner. The behavior of a concept is represented by methods, and properties (attributes) represent its characteristics. The relationship between concepts is governed by the applied inference. For example, inheritance, a built-in inference in KROL, is a specialization where all subobjects inherit the behavior of their super-objects. KROL is written in Prolog, so Prolog syntax is used for KROL knowledge.
structure. An object object-identifier is declared by writing it in the following form:

```
object-identifier ::= {
  statement-1 &
  statement-2 &
  ...
  statement-n
}
```

where object-identifier is a Prolog term that is either an atom or a compound term of the form functor (V1,...,Vn), where V1,...,Vn are distinct variables. The body consists of a number of statements, possibly none, surrounded by braces. The statements in the object body are described below.

### 2.1.1. Rules

A rule allows information about an object to be inferred, rather than retrieved using a traditional message passing against stored data. Thus, rules provide an information derivation mechanism that results in greater informational content than is present in the stored data alone. The major disadvantage of rule systems is knowledge maintenance. It has been recognized that a decomposable KBS leads to computationally efficient inference design and increases maintainability. So, KROL provides a convenient mechanism for rule clustering. A particular rule cluster is manifested as a set of declarative rule instances defined in an object. A rule instance is declared by writing it in the following form:

```
ruleid(conclusion) if premise
```

where ruleid is any label that uniquely identifies the rule and conclusion part is a list structure. An element of this list is either a derived value of the form attribute of object = value or a message. The premise part has the same control structure as any Prolog clause body. However, rules in KROL differ from prolog rules in that they are order insensitive and their execution is handled by a hypothesis-interpreter, which is a facility to customize the inference control strategy. Atomic statements in premise are either a derivation of an attribute value of the form

```
attribute :: object rel_op value
```

Prolog goal, or a message, where rel_op is any Prolog relational operator. The following is an example of a rule instance:

```
r4{growth_stage of plant = development, current_date of plantation = [D,M,Y]) if
system :: time(_, _, _, D, M, Y), % message ending_dev_date :: plant = Date, % derivation
:compare_date( > = , Date, [D,M,Y]) % prolog call
```

### 2.1.2. Methods

Methods are used to perform data manipulation and implement applications. Additionally, methods may be written directly in Prolog, thus giving the programmer more freedom in terms of programming constructs and access to Prolog predicates. A method has a clausal syntax similar to that of Prolog, but instead of the usual predicate calls in the body of a clause there are method-calls. Ordinary Prolog goals are also allowed in a prefixed form, using `:' as a prefix. Atomic goals, i.e. messages, in the body of a method may be in a number of forms, besides being Prolog goals:

- goal to send the message goal to the object self
- object::goal to send the message to object object
- object < :goal to delegate the message goal to object object
- ::goal to send the message goal to a method that may be defined locally or inherited by the object
- < :goal to delegate the message goal to a method that may be defined locally or inherited by the object.

The following is an example of a method.

```
plant(Species, Lwb, Upb) :-
  subclass(Subclass), % send to self
text(subclass, Text),
menu(subclass, Menu),
selSelf(Self), % inlined method
< :ask(subclass(Self), Text, Menu, -
Subclass), % send to object
Subclass::plant(Species, Lwb, Upb) % send to object
```

Note that objects are based on the notion of prototypes (Lieberman, 1986), which basically allows 'classes' to be first-class objects, and provide a mechanism in addition to inheritance known as method delegation. In general, a set of objects declared may form an inheritance hierarchy. Since objects with multiple supertypes are allowed, the hierarchy is generalized into a lattice. Hence, KROL supports multiple inheritance. Immediate superobjects are declared by defining the method super within the object in the following form:

```
super(object - identifier)
```

In the programming language literature the restriction on the use of inheritance varies considerably. In KROL, it takes the form of differential inheritance, where an optional list of excluded methods (don't-inherit-list) may be specified in super definition. For example, consider the declaration of the object set with superobject bag. To exclude the
inherited method `numberOfOccurrences` from `set`, we write

```plaintext
super(bag, [numberOfOccurrences/1])
```

Furthermore, each superobject possesses automatically the method `sub` which returns its subobject, a labor-saving feature. Thus, an object hierarchy is created with a double link that represents a super-sub relationship. This feature allows for easier application of different search algorithms.

2.1.3. Attributes

An object may have attributes that are modifiable. Attributes declaration takes the form

```plaintext
attributes(Attributes)
```

where `Attributes` is a list of compound terms specifying the attributes with their initial values. For example, the object `point` that defines a movable point in a two-dimensional space may contain the definition

```plaintext
attributes([x(0), y(0)])
```

with `x` and `y` initialized to the value 0.

2.1.4. Meta-attributes

A set of facets can be attached to an attribute. In KROL, facets are predicates, which are used as rules associated to events such as value range and value set, and rules for inferring attribute values. The following facets are provided by KROL:

1. `type`. KROL has five primitive data types, namely: nominal, integer, real, string, and date. Each attribute must have a type declaration, e.g.

```plaintext
type(disorder_name/1, nominal)
```

Some primitive-type data types require additional facet declarations that are needed for dynamic consistency checking:

- `legal`. The value set of a nominal type should be defined. These possible values can be explicit or implicit, e.g.

```plaintext
legal(colors/1, [green, red, white, black, brown]) & % explicit
legal(disorder_name/1, Disorders) :- % implicit
disorder::leaves(disorders)
```

- `range`. The value range of an integer or real type should be defined, e.g.

```plaintext
range(current_year, 1996 - 2000)
```

- `source_of_value`. Attributes’ values can come from user input, database table, and a conclusion of a rule. In KROL, they are known as: user, database, and derived respectively. The value of an attribute may be tried in order from a combination of sources, e.g.

```plaintext
source_of_value(disorder_name/1, [derived, user])
```

Notice that in case of `derived`, a predetermined rule cluster may be given, e.g.

```plaintext
source_of_value(growth_stage/1, [derived([age_growth_stage])])
```

It should be stressed that the integration of different inference mechanisms in one system can be achieved by the virtue of this meta-attribute. Suppose that an attribute value can be derived using a generic task or routine design problem solvers, one can declare that in the `source_of_value` meta-attribute. If `source_of_value` is user, additional facets may be declared:

- `prompt`. This specifies the text or window that is to be displayed when the system asks the user about the attribute value, e.g.

```plaintext
prompt(average_temperature/1,'What is the leaves color in w?', [Current_Month]):-
plantation::month(Current_Month)
```

- `necessary`. This enforces the user to give a value during the session, e.g.

```plaintext
necessary(average_temperature/1)
```

Otherwise the response with 'unknown' as an attribute value is permitted.

2.2. Inference mechanism

A built-in inference is provided for most common uses. The inference follows the open-world assumption, where either positive or negative values of attributes are recorded. Owing to the increased complexity of KBSs, appropriate inference mechanisms at different levels of granularity are designed and implemented. A major feature of this inference is that it is a reusable component that can fit into different domains. Its methods are encapsulated in an object, known as `inference_class`, which can be classified as follows.

4. Methods that directly reason about attribute values. A core operation of the inference is the `get_value` operation that provides the mechanism for heuristically determining the value of an inferred (derived) attribute or proving that a given attribute can have a specific value. It differentiates between two cases during the course of reasoning: the single-valued attribute and multi-valued
attribute. The general nature of the `get_value` operation is similar to the goal satisfaction process provided in an inference engine. When an access to an attribute is requested during the course of the inference process, the `get_value` is automatically invoked in order to determine or prove an inferred attribute value for the object of interest. The `source_of_value` facet guides this operation. Thus, a generic inference strategy can be devised to search the domain knowledge for evidence that will establish a value for an attribute.

5. **Methods that directly invoke the inference in order to reason about attribute values.** These methods provide the capability to express fine-grained inference mechanisms in a flexible and efficient way, meaning that the relevant parts of the knowledge are involved in the derivation process. There are two defined methods that can be used to deal with rules: `focus` and `invoke`. The former tries to prove all rule instances that drive a given attribute. The latter tries to prove a particular rule.

6. **Methods that directly invoke the inference and indirectly reason about attribute values.** These are middle-grained or coarse-grained inference mechanisms that act upon rule clusters. There are two defined methods that can be used to deal with rules: `conclude_relation` and `conclude_all`. The former tries to prove all rule instances in a given object. The latter is more general and tries to prove all rule instances in a given object and recursively its descendant objects.

### 2.3. Knowledge base development support tools

Explanation facility, user interface, and database tools are provided to the developer with KROL for convenient application development. These tools are briefly described below.

#### 2.3.1. Explanation support tool

The ability to explain reasoning processes used for problem solving distinguishes the expert system from other decision support systems (Swinney, 1995). The provision of an explanation facility may actually lead to a higher probability of acceptance of the system output (Ye, 1990) and allow the user to establish deeper understanding of the system. KROL supports the most widely used methods of explanation facility to explain the behavior of rules to the user. They are ‘WHY’ the system asks this question and ‘HOW’ the system has reached this conclusion. Consequently, the attribute values and their corresponding sources are recorded during the course of the inference process. Also, the order in which rule clusters were employed are recorded and traced for an explanation of the system’s conclusion. Since a trace of the system execution history is unlikely to be very illuminative to the user, the system design is augmented to respond with a customized explanation text template. This template contains explanations (clarification, textbook references, case citation, multimedia, etc.) that can be used as long as needed, without adding overhead to the knowledge. KROL provides the object explanation that defines the methods how and why.

#### 2.3.2. User interface support tool

The user interface handles the interaction between the user and the system that is ‘comfortable, easy to use, and friendly’ (Roesner, 1988). The end-user can interact either in Arabic or English, i.e. it is bilingual. In KROL, it takes the form of: issuing a prompt that asks the user for some information, accepting an attribute’s legal values whose source of values is defined as user, reporting an error message, reacting to an explanation request, and generating a report. Consequently, different styles of interface programming, such as dialogue and menu, are supported. The multimedia facility is provided; this is helpful in explanation, especially for new personnel (Rafea, 1995; Rafea et al., 1995a). Note that the user’s reply will be recorded in order not to ask the same question twice. However, the user is permitted to respond with ‘unknown’. Users are never asked about the attributes that take an unknown value. This is very useful, because sometimes we can work with incomplete knowledge or apply heuristics whenever necessary. KROL provides the object `user_interface`, written in C and interfaced to Prolog, that defines the user interface methods.

#### 2.3.3. Object-oriented data base management system (OODBMS) support tool

As mentioned in Yahaya (1994), the practical expert systems in the future will have to increase in terms of size and complexity. In addition, as their overall size grows, the non-knowledge-based components, such as the data processing components, are also expected to increase in size. To allow the knowledge engineers to use a single way to represent data and knowledge in an application, we have developed an OODBMS support tool. Although important, it is beyond the scope of this article; refer to Kim (1990) for an excellent overview and motivation for the subject. The `dbms` object provides the methods that enable us to define a schema, create a data object, create a view, process a query, and maintain the integrity of databases in an object-oriented manner.

### 3. Implementation aspects

Object-oriented languages have an undeserved reputation for inefficiency because some early languages were interpreted rather than compiled (Rumbaugh et al., 1990). KROL is a compiled language that expands into SICStus Prolog code. The expansion of KROL definitions to Prolog definitions is based on source-to-source transformations. The transformation rules given in ESICM (1992) and SICS (1995) provide the definitions of general rewrite rules for
expanding definitions. Hence, the operational and declarative semantics of KROL programs are given in terms of their translations to Prolog.

First of all, every defined object will translate to several Prolog clauses belonging to a unique object module with the same identity as the object-identifier. Object modules are significantly cheaper to create than ordinary modules, as they do not import the built-in Prolog predicates. The module will contain the predicates implementing an object declaration, the method code, the rule code, the attribute code and the imported methods. It should be noted that SICStus Prolog uses a flat, not hierarchical, module system with access control mechanisms for exporting methods. These mechanisms provide for efficient encapsulation of object primitives and enhance the code execution through direct accessing of the object code. The following sections discuss the implementation aspects of KROL.

3.1. The inheritance mechanism

One aspect of object-oriented languages that seems inefficient is the use of method resolution at runtime (also known as dynamic binding) to invoke methods. Method resolution is the process of matching an operation on an object to a specific method. This would seem to require a search up the inheritance graph at runtime to find the object that implements the operation. KROL optimizes the look-up mechanism to make it more efficient; a method dispatches in a constant time once its target object becomes determinate regardless of the depth of the inheritance graph or the number of methods in the object. Moreover, the method dispatcher is cleanly captured and will only contain the relevant information where all the excluded entries are removed. The inheritance mechanism is based on the module access control mechanisms. All the methods visible in the immediate supers are collected after subtracting those that are specified in the don’t-inherit-list, the resulting set is made visible in the module of the inheriting object by means of importation.

3.2. Object attributes

Attributes are based on efficient term storage associated to modules. The attributes for an object are collected from its ancestors and itself at compile time and used for initialization at load time. The methods for accessing and deriving attributes are in-lined to primitive calls whenever possible.

3.3. Methods

The method body is translated to a Prolog-clause body, the code is traversed, and the method-calls are transformed according to the following transformation pattern:

\[
\text{Method} \rightarrow \text{call} \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\text{Module} \times \text{Message} \times \text{Self} \times \text{Myself} \\
\text{Module} \times \text{Message} \times \text{Self}
\end{array} \right.
\]

where Module is the target object module, the argument Message is the received message, the argument Self is bound to the current contextual object that is needed for dynamic binding of attributes and methods to objects at runtime, and the argument Myself is the parameter needed to cater for passing object parameters, if any, to the method-call.

Methods are used to perform data manipulation, and implement applications. The good programming styles that are employed at the Prolog level can also be employed at the KROL level. This language efficiency is realized by:

7. representing objects as special lightweight Prolog modules;
8. exploiting the first argument indexing of the Prolog compiler, leading to direct access to the method clauses;
9. preserving the last call optimization in recursive methods, i.e. the tail primitive is expanded into tail recursive Prolog code. Thus, the expanded code will invoke the expanded code directly instead of calling the dispatcher.

3.4. Rules

Rules are transformed into Prolog code in a way similar to methods transformation with additional information. This information provides for flexible pattern matching that improves a great deal with inference process. This is realized by:

- storing for each attribute the rules that derive a certain value. This is very useful when considering the method focus of the inference;
- storing for each rule cluster all rule heads, each in the form of a catchall goal. This is very useful when considering the methods conclude_relation and conclude_all of the inference. In general, KROL provides the capability to express fine-grained inference mechanisms explicitly in a way such that the granularity, i.e. target rules, used in a program can be adjusted to invoke the inference directly.

4. Demonstration of KROL capabilities to develop a KADS-based expert system

An expert system is one of the most successful applications of artificial intelligence. With the increase on demand of using expert systems, they become bigger in size and more complex in structure. A large and complex expert system must be engineered carefully if it is to function properly and to be modified easily. Thus, creating an expert system requires a development methodology that emphasizes a good structure for the knowledge within the system.

A common knowledge engineering methodology is to partition the task into smaller components, rather than have one big system. Each of these modules should be a
well-defined portion of the system, with carefully defined inputs, outputs and functions. The modularization of a system can be done in different ways. The most appealing one is the knowledge-level approach, which consists of breaking the system into a number of layers or levels. One of these approaches is KADS, which is a major landmark of the second-generation expert systems engineering methodologies. Thereby, a structured systematic development of KBSs is achieved. In the following subsections we give a brief overview of KADS and show how KROL can support their implementation in terms of an example.

4.1. KADS: a brief overview

KADS is a methodology that has been developed in the framework of the Esprit program. The KADS-I project has been succeeded by the KADS-II (KommonKADS) project. The theories concerning the modeling of knowledge according to KADS are based on the work of Professor Wielinga and Professor Breuker of the University of Amsterdam. The model-based approach according to KADS is rapidly becoming the de facto standard in Europe. In KADS, the development of a KBS is viewed as a modeling activity. The KADS methodology is based upon a number of principles derived from cognitive psychology, artificial intelligence, and software development. In this paper, we assume that the reader is familiar with KADS methodology; for more details see Schreiber et al. (1993).

The KADS expertise model distinguishes three types of knowledge, and prescribes specific relations between these knowledge-types.

- The first category of knowledge is called domain knowledge and concerns domain-specific knowledge. Such knowledge describes the objects of discourse in a particular domain, facts that hold about such objects, relationships among them. Rules, facts, hierarchies, objects, properties, relations, etc. often represent this type of knowledge. A crucial property of this first category of knowledge is that it is represented, as much as possible, as being independent from how it will be used. Thus, we state which properties and relations hold in a particular domain, but we do not state how these properties and relations will be used in the reasoning process. That is the concern of the second category of knowledge.
- The second category of knowledge is called inference knowledge. Here, we specify: (a) what the legal inference steps are that we can use in the reasoning process, (b) which role the domain knowledge plays in these inference steps, and (c) what the dependencies are between these inference steps. Again, a crucial property of this type of knowledge is what it does not contain: although we specify what the legal inference steps are, we do not specify the sequence in which these steps should be applied.
- This sequence of steps is exactly the concern of the third type of knowledge, the task knowledge. This specifies in which order the inferences from the second category should be executed. This type of knowledge is concerned with actions, sequences, iterations, state-transitions, etc.

4.2. Disorder diagnosis: an example

Diagnosis is the problem of trying to find the causes of abnormal observations. We chose an example that investigates the application of KROL to a domain theory for diagnosing disorders in a cucumber production management system. This system contains ten concepts, 23 attributes, one relation between concepts, 11 relations between concept instances, six relations between expressions, and 109 relations between expression instances.

4.2.1. Domain knowledge

The domain concepts has two types of concept: the first type is simple concepts, such as soil, water, climate, plant, and plantation. The second type is hierarchical concepts, such as observation and disorder. The concepts representing the domain were implemented as objects. For example, Fig. 1 illustrates a concept hierarchy for identifying disorders that infect the plants in a farm.
Fig. 2 shows the implementation of two concepts from such a hierarchy. At the topmost is the disorder object, which is inherited by all of the other objects in the hierarchy. In general, the domain concepts inherit the behavior of the generic object domain_class. At any point in the hierarchy, however, an object has the option to override the defaults with ones that are specialized for the problem area, e.g. the object root_knot. The object hierarchy is used to represent the implicit relationships, that is disorder is_a disorder, between different classes of disorder concepts, starting from objects at a general level down to objects at specific levels.

Properties with their initial values are implemented as attributes. Some facets are associated with these attributes. For example, the attribute value of disorder object has the facets legal that specifies leaves, the most specific objects in the hierarchy, as its legal values.

A second type of relation is the relation between expressions about property values. It is worth noting that the relations between expressions are grouped according to the semantic of the relation and the concepts to which the relation operands, which are properties, belong. The right-hand side of a relation is the properties of one object, whereas the left-hand side of a relation may be the properties of more...
than one object. This grouping of relations between expressions came about as a result of our experience in order to establish a clear and clean mapping between the knowledge sources and the relations between expressions. Each relation is implemented as a rule cluster, a set of declarative rule instances defined in an object. It refers to the sub- or system to which it belongs. For example, the relation caused_by specifies a caused by relationship between disorder and observations. A sample of this relation is shown in Fig. 3 and its implementation is shown in Fig. 4.

4.2.2. Inference knowledge

The inference structure of the disorder diagnosis receives the user’s complaint, usually symptoms, and obtains the case description from the farm database to predict the assumed disorders. It selects observations and factors

```prolog
observation_caused_by_disorder::{
    super(diagnosis_system) &
    r1([value of disorder = nitrogen_def,
        value of disorder = zinc_def,
        value of disorder = salt_injury,
        value of disorder = high_light_intensity,
        value of disorder = heavy_irrigation]) if
        l_o_color :: leaves_observation = yellow &
    r2([value of disorder = jassid,
        value of disorder = potassium_def]) if
        l_o_color :: leaves_observation = 'yellow edges' -> true
        l_o_color :: leaves_observation = 'brown edges' &
    r3([value of disorder = iron_def]) if
        l_o_color :: leaves_observation = 'light green' -> true
        l_o_color :: leaves_observation = 'lemon yellow' &
    r4([value of disorder = magnesium_def,
        value of disorder = manganese_def]) if
        l_o_color :: leaves_observation = 'yellow but main veins still green'
    r5([value of disorder = phosphorus_def,
        value of disorder = low_temperature]) if
        l_o_color :: leaves_observation = purple &
    r6([value of disorder = low_temperature]) if
        l_o_color :: leaves_observation = brown
}. Fig. 4. An implementation of subset of caused_by relation using KROL.
related to the assumed disorders, prompts the user, analyzes the user response and confirms the possibility of disorders existence. Then, the confirmed disorder is assigned a certainty factor, which is either 'likely' or 'most likely'. Fig. 5 shows the inference structure of the disorder diagnosis. Fig. 6 shows a sample of the implemented inference step. Associated with each inference step is an explanation module. Fig. 7 shows the implementation of the predict explanation module.

4.2.3. Task knowledge
The goal of the disorder diagnosis task is to provide the user with a diagnostic disorder which causes problems on plantation or verifies a user’s assumption. The task structure of the diagnosis is expressed in the pseudo code segment shown in Fig. 8. The implementation of this task is shown in Fig. 9. It should be noted that the task at the very beginning differentiates between disorders that infect the plants at different growth stages, i.e.

```plaintext
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Fig. 5. An inference structure for disorder diagnosis in a crop management system. Rectangles represent roles, ovals represent inference steps. Arrows are used to indicate input–output dependencies.

Fig. 6. An implementation of subset of disorder diagnosis inference using KROL.

Fig. 7. An implementation of the predict explanation module.

Fig. 8. A pseudo code segment for the disorder diagnosis task.

Fig. 9. The implementation of the task.
development, middle, and late, upon which the disorder diagnosis is derived.

5. Experience

The current work is aimed at further extending the expressiveness of representing knowledge and information in Prolog. Plain Prolog represents knowledge in the form of Horn-clauses. The inference mode is a backward-chaining ordered sensitive system which differs from conventional rule-based systems. This is because, in rule-based systems, the order in which rules are applied depends both upon data values changing within the system and on the rule control methodology adopted. In fact, the evolution of KROL came about because of the need to bridge the gap between the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task: Disorder Diagnosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goal: finding causes of user complaint or verifying of user assumption</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DETERMINE (System Description → Case Description)**

**IF** the goal is to find causes of user complaint **THEN**

**OBTAIN** (Complaint)

**PREDICT** (Complaint + Case Description → Hypothesis)

**CONFIRM** (Hypothesis + Case_description + Observation → Confirmed Disorder)

**VERIFY** (Confirmed Disorder + System_Description + Case_Description → Result)

**PRESENT** (Result)

**ELSE**

**OBTAIN** (user assumption)

**CONFIRM** (user assumption + Case_description + Observation → Confirmed Disorder)

**VERIFY** (Confirmed Disorder + System_Description + Case_Description → Result)

**IF** Result contains an unlikely assumption **THEN**

**PRESENT** the unlikely assumption

Fig. 8. Task structure of disorder diagnosis.
Fig. 9. An implementation of diagnosis task using KROL.
Message passing allows the system to keep knowledge abstracted and the implementation of expert systems methodologies. The first version was actually a side-effect of research that investigated the application of KBSs in the agriculture sector. The problem was sufficiently complex so that modularization became an imperative. Owing to its inherent modularity, Prolog Objects as a layer on top of SICStus Prolog appeared to have the greatest potential for KBSs modularization. As a matter of fact, the task was a collaborative research interest between the Swedish Institute of Computer Science (SICS) and the Central Laboratory For Agricultural Expert Systems (CLAES). However, modularization alone was not the answer. It made the system maintainable. To make it fit into the second-generation expert systems methodologies, such as KADS and GT, a fully fledged representation language was designed and implemented. This turned out to be KROL.

KROL has been of real practical use in developing expert systems for crop production management (Rafea et al., 1992). This is one of the problems that involves many parameters, and requires very complicated optimization and modeling steps. The overall production management problems involve, among other aspects, water requirements calculations, determining fertilizers and pesticides needs, water and soil salinity calculations, diagnosing the disorders or malnutrition that cause symptoms noticed by the growers, scheduling of agricultural operations and tasks, and advising about remedial and protective measures. The nature of the systems that deal with such a problem involve a large amount of non-numeric data manipulation and a lot of heuristic procedures to get near optimum solutions. Moreover, the size of the problem under consideration suffers from the lack of enough experts to support the agriculture growers, and the heavy dependence upon the experience of these experts, all of which makes the choice of the knowledge-based approach for the solution of this problem a most suitable one.

While developing these applications, the following benefits can be noted:

- Representing data in the form of objects is more modular and efficient than other forms of representation used with KBSs. The knowledge base is split into smaller, more manageable parts. Moreover, the knowledge about a problem is organized as the interaction of several well-defined, semantically related parts of knowledge.
- Organizing objects in a hierarchy reflects a top-down methodology, where a complex problem is decomposed into smaller parts that are visible to the entire system indicated by the top-level object. This characteristic lends itself to bridging the gap between the design and implementation when considering the knowledge-level modeling of KADS and task decomposition into sub-tasks of GT.
- Message passing allows the system to keep knowledge about data separated from knowledge about reasoning, which is critical for good data abstraction and the encapsulation of knowledge. No object-processing system is complete without full message-passing capabilities.
- Pattern-matching rules enable a clear and concise specification of the algorithm. These rules are easily implemented, understood, and maintained. They can keep track of a dynamically changing situation automatically, so their performance is superior to that of procedural rules.
- Capturing experts’ reasoning knowledge and behavior are directly mapped owing to the declarative nature supported by the logic style of programming.
- Representation paradigms and inference schemes allow that a system can be developed through incrementally encoding domain-specific knowledge.
- Direct mapping of expert systems modeled through KADS and GT into KROL code. This has the effect of increasing the productivity during application developments as well as reducing the maintenance costs.

6. Conclusion

This paper describes the KROL. This language involves two aspects: the multi-paradigm knowledge representation based on logic, object-oriented, and rule-based programming paradigms; the knowledge base development support tools, such as object-oriented database management system, user interface, explanation facility, that are convenient for application development. Moreover, owing to the increased complexity of KBSs, appropriate inference mechanisms at different levels of granularity are provided.

The use of the optimized compiler of SICStus Prolog and the schemes for developing an efficient implementation improve the performance of KROL. This implementation is based on a compiler. KROL programs translate into Prolog programs, producing a program that can be directly executed. The translation is based on rewrite rules.

With KROL, the foundation has been laid to develop valuable expert systems for active use by the agriculture sector in Egypt. Four expert systems that contribute to the transfer of knowledge to extension service and farmers have been developed. The expert systems being used are mainly for crop management, which have been developed by CLAES at the Agriculture Research Center of Ministry of Agriculture and Land Reclamation in Egypt. They are: the Cucumber Expert System (CUPTEX), the Citrus Expert System (CITEX), the Tomato Expert system (TOMATEX), and Neper Wheat. CUPTEX (Rafea et al., 1991, 1995b) is an expert system for cucumber production management under a plastic tunnel. CITEX (Salah et al., 1993) is an expert system for citrus production in different environments, e.g. under plastic tunnels, open fields, and low tunnels. Neper Wheat (Schroeder et al., 1995) is an expert system for irrigated wheat management in the open field. CUPTEX,
CITEX and TOMATEX are implemented using KADS methodology, whereas Neper Wheat is implemented using GT methodology. These expert systems are intended to be used by the agricultural extensions service within the Egyptian ministry of agriculture and by the private sector. They have demonstrated the applicability of KROL in implementing second-generation expert systems.
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